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Software

File Maintenance
Weldon recommends V-MUX support file storage at an FTP or other on-line location, especially for the binary 
files that are downloaded into the V-MUX nodes. History has taught us that storing files on a CD or similar 
physical storage medium is a mistake. The V-MUX online support system can be easily updated, plus many 
customers request changes upon receipt of their new equipment. A CD or other permanent media in the hands of 
a service center or vehicle end user will result in a node or nodes being downloaded with outdated files months 
or years later. On-line storage will result in 24/7 support of your vehicles.

Training
Weldon provides OEM and Service training for the V-MUX SystemDesigner™, Diagnostics and Downloader 
Software. This training (p/n #6190-0000-00) is required before Weldon will provide any software or support.

Electrical -- Circuit breaker or Fuse protection
Each V-MUX node should have an appropriately sized fuse or circuit breaker for power-side protection. Breaker 
sizing is dependent on the load of the module. V-MUX nodes are protected against reverse polarity without a 
circuit breaker; however a mis-placed wrench or similar dead short between the Power stud and Ground could 
cause heat damage to the node wiring and batteries.

Power to Nodes
Power to V-MUX nodes shall be provided through a master switch direct from the batteries. After a program 
download, reset power to all nodes as they go into an operational sleep state during program downloads.

Ground to Nodes
All V-MUX nodes must share a single common ground. This means: The system ground return for any node 
shall run direct from the same vehicle battery negative terminal. This must happen whether the node uses a 
threaded ground stud or a ground pin in a connector. Do not share ground return wires from other devices with a 
V-MUX node ground. Combining a device ground, such as a light or solenoid, with a node’s system ground can 
cause the node to behave erratically.

Network Cable Shield Wire Ground
The network cable shield wire shall be grounded at one end of the network, isolated away from the V-MUX node 
ground. The shield wire along each segment of the V-MUX network cable shall remain electrically common 
with other network shield segments through each pin “C” location in the Tee-connectors along the line. The end 
chosen to ground the shield should be on a ground stud or other convenient ground. Do not ground the shield into 
any node’s connector or pin labeled as a ground. Cover all exposed shield wires to prevent accidental shorts. If 
a voltage source touches an unprotected shield wire the communications cable could become permanently dam-
aged. Be sure to splice the appropriate gauge jacketed wire to the end of each shield that needs to be sealed into 
a connector. Failure to properly seal Tee-connectors and other places shields pass through may result in a loss of 
communications, due to moisture across the A and B communications contacts.

Wiring Diagrams
Two wiring diagrams should be included with each vehicle, along with an Input/Output report and relationships 
report from the V-MUX System Designer. The wire diagrams should include node locations and communications 
wire diagrams as well. The communications wire should be color coded or numbered. All diagrams and reports 
should be included on a CD-ROM as well. The file formats for reports should be PDF. V-MUX node binary files 
should not be place on a CD or other permanent media that is distributed to a service center or end users.
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Discrete Wires
Wiring used for inputs and outputs should meet SAE J-1128: “Low Voltage Primary Cable” specifications for 
high temperature (250 °F; 121 °C) and be coded for color, number and function. Wiring must be of the proper 
gauge and jacket type as specified by the Deutsch or other connector manufacturer used in conjunction with 
the V-MUX system. For example; the Output connector on a Hercules node uses a Deutsch HDB36-24-23PN. 
16AWG or 14AWG wire with Normal jacket insulation thickness should be used with this part number.

Communications Cable
The only acceptable communications cable for V-MUX is Weldon P/N: 0L20-1600-xx.

Harnesses
Weldon recommends wire harnesses that have been designed specifically for use with the V-MUX system. This 
means there should be a separate harness for each node. Cutting and chopping existing harnesses to (hack) or 
splice in a V-MUX system is not an acceptable practice. The drawings should reflect this and a copy should be 
present when the vehicle is delivered to the end-user.

Diodes -- Fly-back diodes for Transient Voltage Suppression (TVS)
Fly-back diode protection is recommended and sometimes required on devices that may generate a lot of tran-
sient voltage noise. Sources that generate these noises are typically some type of inductive device. These devices 
include; air conditioning compressors, air horn relays, ladder rack solenoids, etc.

EXAMPLE: Below is a scope trace that shows what happens to the 12 volt bus when the A/C is turned off. 
Notice the voltage is approaching -100 volts. Once a diode was added, the voltage flattened out and never went 
below zero again.

Volts

milliSeconds

noise

O-Scope
If you use an Oscilloscope, measure voltage transients with it before adding protection diodes, so you can docu-
ment what type of noise was present prior to and after adding a diode. A two channel scope can be purchased for 
approximately $1,200.00 and is a great investment for chasing down electrical ghosts.
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Mounting:

#6000-0000-04 Hercules Input/Output node:
Footpads:
Use ANSI #10 or 1/4” screws and hardware at the (4) footpad mounting locations of a Hercules node.
Node Power and Ground studs:
Proper torque value for the 3/8”-16 Power stud (stainless steel) is 90 inch/lbs.
Proper torque value for the 1/4”-20 Ground stud (stainless steel) is 50 inch/lbs.
The terminals that are placed over the studs shall be free from solder drip or other debris as to provide a clean 
surface for the nut to torque against. Burs or debris will wear away over time and cause the nut to loosen.
Status and Network activity LEDS:
The node should be mounted so that the LED indicator lights can be easily seen for trouble shooting pur-
poses. When exposed to moisture the node should be mounted vertically with the power and ground studs 
pointing upward. The node is splash proof but exposure to water could result in a breach of the module, by 
pointing the power and ground studs upward any breached water will be captured in a cavity designed to 
keep the water away from the electronics. Failure to mount nodes in this manner will void the warranty if the 
node is returned due to water damage.

#6010-0000-00 Mini 4x12 Input/Output node:
#6020-0000-00 Mini 16x0 Input node:
#6310 series PODS button module controller:
#6400-0000-00 CAN/J1939 Gateway module:
#6444 series Vehicle Data Recorder
#6120-0000-00 Modem transceiver

All of these nodes use a Deutsch EEC-325X4B external housing. The hardware used to mount shall be ¼” 
x 20 or a #12 screw. The appropriate torque values for the selected hardware should be adhered to. These 
nodes should be mounted so that the LED indicator lights can be seen, and if exposed to moisture the con-
nector should point down.

#0N70-1519-xx Climate Control Module:
Footpads:
Use ANSI #6 or #8 screws and hardware at the (2) footpad mounting locations of a Climate Module.

#6231 series Vista III Display Node:
(4) Corner posts (if used): 1/4”-20 hardware .
(4) Center screw locations: #8-32 hardware or Pana-Vise™ mount

6231-xx10-xx and 6231-xx01-xx are not water resistant and should not be exposed to any spray testing. They • 
can be cleaned with normal commercial cleaners.

6231-2020-11; external mount Vista III. This display can be mounted in external locations.• 

#0N30-239x-00 series Touchscreen Vista III Display Node:
OEM builder is responsible for Touchscreen display housing. Contact Weldon for support.• 
Be careful not to break the display when mounting. A small crack in the Touchscreen will make the entire • 
display inoperable.
No portion of the touch area of the screen should be pinched against the housing.• 
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Location:
Although the nodes are splash proof it is recommended to locate a node in the most environmentally friendly 
location whenever possible. If a node is located in a pump compartment of a fire truck, put a splashguard of some 
type over the node to prevent excessive water from building up on the node.

Overall Recommendations

Vehicle “check-out” procedure:

Final Inspection:
It is highly recommended that the original functional and system specification be reviewed in detail during final 
vehicle inspection. At this point, all interlocks, switches and inputs, and overall system function must be vali-
dated and verified. It is recommended that a checklist of sorts is created and used for this important step. It is 
much easier to “check-out” the vehicle at the OEM’s facility rather than after the vehicle has been delivered or 
is ready to be put in service.

Redundancy:

Pump Shift:
Fire truck pumps should include a manual pump override, so that a pump could be manually shifted into pump 
mode should any switches or electrical connections fail resulting in the inability to shift the truck into pump 
mode. A second pump shift switch can also be added to the pump area as a backup before manual pump would 
be required.

Oxygen:
Weldon recommends that any electrical oxygen valve have a mechanical backup so that oxygen can be delivered 
to a patient in an emergency. Do not run electric solenoid wires in proximity with the oxygen line, a short or other 
issue with the wiring can cause a fire or explosion.


